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Q2103 
Briefing Guide 

(Worksheet) 

Planned Route: 

Takeoff: KNSE, Rwy 05 
Altitude: MOA Limits 
Route: North MOA 
Training Device: UTD / OFT 

SYLLABUS NOTES:  
Emphasis is on procedural knowledge and execution of procedures in accordance with 
the NATOPS Flight Manual. Items incompleted due to time constraints may be carried 
over to the Q2104 event. 

Special Syllabus Requirement 
Blindfold Cockpit Check – IUT demonstrates a safe knowledge 
of location of the following: emergency firewall shutoff handle, CFS handle, PCL cutoff, 
flap selector, landing gear handle, emergency gear handle, backup VHF radio, bus tie 
switch, PMU switch, PROP SYS circuit breaker, and pressurization control switch. 

Discuss  (If time becomes a factor, finish discussion items during event,debrief, or push 
to Q2104 event) 

a. Hydraulic System Failures (suggested items)
 Indications

o EICAS video Hydraulic Pump Failure
o EICAS video Low Hydraulic Quantity
o EICAS video Loss of Emergency Hydraulic System
o EICAS video HYD FL LO light in conjunction with zero hydraulic

pressure
 Procedures

b. Landing Gear Emergency Extension
 Procedural Steps / Checklist
 Proper down and locked indications

c. Oil System Malfunction or Low Oil Pressure
 Indications and limits
 Critical Action Items

IUT NATOPS flighs are primarly 
working within the South MOA
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JPPT 1542.165A  Q2103   
 

d. OBOGS System Malfunction / Inoperative 
 Indications  
 Critical Action Item 

 
e. Fire Warning In-Flight 

 Indications 
 Critical Action Items 

 
f. Trim Systems Malfunctions (suggested items) 

 Runaway Trim 
 Stuck/Failed Trim 
 TAD Failure 

 
g. Electrical Failures (suggested items) 

 Generator Inoperative 
 Bus Tie Failure 
 Gen Bus Failure  /  (cockpit displays) 
 Batt Bus Failure / (cockpit displays) 

 
h. Fuel System Failures (suggested items) 

 Imbalance on the ground and in-flight 
 Low fuel pressure in flight 

 
i. Avionic Failures (suggested items) 

 IAC Failures 
 IRU Failure 
 UFCP Failure 
 MFD Failures 
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Fidelity Tech
Sticky Note
This is a stand alone PDF file that deals with a UFCP failure during SOLO operations. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED IUT's are very familiar with this topic.The lecture is also in the SYS301 Binder at the FMS Trainers.
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CNATRAINST 1542.165A IUT T-6B NATOPS Cockpit Procedures 

Q2100 BLOCK  
  

IUT  NATOPS GRADE SHEET          DATE __________________     INSTRUCTOR  __________________________ 

 

MEDIA:  UTD   VT- ________    BRIEF TIME: ________    NAME: __________________________     EVENT:_______________ 

CTS 

REF 

MANEUVER                                                                       

  MIF Q2101 Q2102 Q2103 Q2104  

1 GEN KNOWLEDGE / PROCEDURES 3+ X X X X  

2 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 3+ X X X X  

3 HEADWORK / SITUATIONAL AWARENESS 3+ X X X X  

4 BASIC AIRWORK 3+ X X X X  

2 ABORT START 3+ X   X  

2 PMU OFF GROUND START 3+ X     

2 FIRE WARNING ON GROUND 

 (FIRE ANNUNCIATOR ILLUMINATED) 

3+ X     

2 EMERGENCY ENGINE SHUTDOWN 3+ X     

2 EMERGENCY GROUND EGRESS 3+ X     

2 ABORT TAKEOFF 3+ X     

2 AIRCRAFT DEPARTS  PREPARED SURFACE 3+ X     

2 ENGINE FAILURE 

 IMMEDIATELY AFTER TAKEOFF 

3+  X    

2 ENGINE FAILURE DURING FLIGHT 3+  X    

2 PMU NORMAL AIRSTART 3+  X    

2 PMU OFF AIRSTART 3+  X    

2 IMMEDIATE AIRSTART 3+  X    

2 UNCOMMANDED PROPELLER FEATHER 3+  X    

2 UNCOMMANDED POWER CHANGES / LOP 3+  X    

2 FIRE WARNING IN FLIGHT 

(FIRE ANNUNCIATIOR  ILLUMINATED) 

3+   X   

2 SMOKE AND FUME ELIMINATION 3+   X   

2 PMU FAILURE 3+  X    

2 CHIP DETECTOR WARNING 3+  X    

2 OIL SYSTEM MALFUNCTION 

 OR LOW OIL PRESSURE 

3+   X   

2 ELECTRICAL FAILURES 3+   X   

2 AVIONICS FAILURES 3+   X   

2 FUEL SYSTEMS FAILURES 3+   X   

2 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM FAILURES 3+   X   

2 OBOGS  SYSTEM FAIL 3+   X   

2 TRIM SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS 3+   X   

2 CONTROLLED EJECTION 3+  X    

2 UNCONTROLLED EJECTION 3+  X    

2 PRECAUTIONARY EMERGENCY LANDING 3+  X    

2 LANDING GEAR EMERGENCY EXTENSION 3+   X   

5 IN-FLIGHT CHECKS / FUEL MANAGEMENT 3+ X X X X  

7 TASK MANAGEMENT 3+ X X X X  

8 COMMUNICATION 3+ X X X X  

9 MISSION PLANNING / BRIEFING / DEBRIEFING 1      

10 GROUND OPERATIONS  3+ X X X X  

11 TAKEOFF 3      

12 DEPARTURE 3      

 SPECIAL SYLLABUS REQUIREMENTS 1 X  X   

 Note: Q2104 event will cover any items not completed during the Q2101-3.  

SSR’s Q2101 – Loss of START READY light during start sequence. 

           Q2103 –Blindfold Cockpit Check; IUT demonstrates safe knowledge and location of the emergency firewall shutoff handle,        

CFS handle, PCL cutoff, Flap Selector, Landing gear handle, emergency gear handle, back up VHF radio, Bus tie switch, PMU switch, 

Prop Sys circuit breaker,  and pressurization  control switch 

 

Q2104 is also required annually to maintain currency.  Conduct across section of normal checklist and emergency 

procedures critical/non-critical memory items. (10 Minimum)          1542.165A Rev.  09/30/2011 



3-30 Change 1

AIR FORCE TO 1T-6B-1
NAVY (NAVAIR) A1-T6BAA-NFM-100

NOTE
With a full lateral fuel imbalance (one tank
full, the other tank empty), sufficient lateral
authority exists to control the aircraft (no
crosswind). Expect increased lateral stick
forces.

4. MANUAL FUEL BAL switch – To leaking tank once
empty

5. Land as soon as possible

Fuel Probe Malfunction

1. Fuel gages and fuel flow – Verify indications

Do not attempt to manually balance fuel load
if FP FAIL caution is illuminated. With a
probe failure, a fuel imbalance message may
not be correct, and manual balancing
attempts may cause or aggravate a fuel
imbalance.

NOTE
● Depending on which probe malfunctions, the

fuel quantity may read lower than actual. A
rapid drop in fuel indication may occur.

● The auto fuel balance system will be inoper-
ative, but the manual fuel balance system
remains operative.

2. EDM circuit breakers
(left and right front console) – Check, reset if open

NOTE
The pilot should assess the severity of the
emergency and equipment lost prior to reset-
ting or opening any circuit breaker.

3. Land as soon as practical if fuel state cannot be veri-
fied

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS

Normal operation of landing gear, flaps, speed brake, and
nosewheel steering should be considered unavailable when
the HYD FL LO caution is illuminated and pressure is
below 1800 psi, or when hydraulic pressure is rapidly
decreasing toward or reads 0 psi. If the hydraulic pressure
transmitter fails, hydraulic pressure will read 0 psi or some
other abnormal (out of normal operating limits) indication,
but all hydraulic systems should operate normally. When the

EHYD PX LO caution is illuminated, the emergency land-
ing gear and flap extension system should be considered
inoperative.

If the EHYD PX LO caution or the HYD FL LO caution
illuminates or hydraulic pressure drops below the normal
operating range, accomplish the following:

1. Hydraulic pressure – Check

NOTE
● Illumination of the EHYD PX LO caution or

HYD FL LO caution may indicate a fluid
leak in either hydraulic system. If the leak is
on the emergency side and is of small
enough flow rate that it does not activate the
hydraulic fuse, all fluid could leak out of
both systems and a gear-up landing would be
required. Unless fuel range is a factor, lower
the gear (and flaps if desired) prior to deple-
tion of hydraulic fluid.

● Loss of hydraulic pressure (out of limits,
decreasing toward, or reads, 0 psi) without
illumination of either EHYD PX LO caution
or HYD FL LO caution may indicate engine-
driven hydraulic pump failure or partial fail-
ure.

● If HYD FL LO caution illuminates and
hydraulic pressure indicates 0 psi, check
HYD SYS circuit breaker on the battery bus
circuit breaker panel (left front console). If
the circuit breaker is open, it may be reset. 

2. Airspeed – 150 KIAS or below

3. Landing gear handle – DOWN

NOTE
Low hydraulic pressure (below 1800 psi)
will necessitate using the emergency gear
extension procedure.

4. Flaps – Extend (as required)

NOTE
Flap extension may require use of the emer-
gency landing gear and flap extension sys-
tem if the normal hydraulic system pressure
has dropped below usable levels. If the emer-
gency gear handle has not been pulled previ-
ously to lower the landing gear, it will have
to be pulled in order to emergency extend the
flaps.
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   Change 3                                             3-31

AIR FORCE TO 1T-6B-1
NAVY NAVAIR A1-T6BAA-NFM-100

NOTE
Landing gear and flap retraction is not possi-
ble once extended using emergency landing
gear extension system.

5. Land as soon as practical

CONTROLLABILITY CHECK (STRUCTURAL 
DAMAGE/FLIGHT CONTROL MALFUNCTION)

If a bird strike, structural damage, or a flight control mal-
function occurs or is suspected in flight, a decision to aban-
don the aircraft or attempt a landing must be made. The
following check aids the pilot in determining whether the
aircraft may be safely landed, and if so, what configuration
is best for safe landing.

If rudder trim push rod failure is suspected, binding may
occur on internal components of the rudder trim system. This
binding may cause control forces to exceed normal limits. In
some cases, with a binding rudder trim push rod, the trim
indications will respond to trim inputs, but will have no
effect upon rudder pedal forces or trim tab position. Move-
ment of the rudder trim or rudder pedals in both directions
may eliminate the binding condition and allow for easier
controllability. If unable to eliminate the binding by chang-
ing the control position: bank angle, power, and/or airspeed
changes may relieve some excessive control forces. In all
cases, use whatever means available to maintain aircraft con-
trol.

Failure to stow the gust lock completely may
prevent the flight controls from operating
properly.  Any attempt to actuate the flight
controls with the gust lock not properly
stowed may result in damage to the flight
control assemblies.

1. Climb to minimum 6000 ft AGL, if practical

On aircraft with a suspected rudder trim push rod fail-
ure, perform Steps 2 thru 7; otherwise, proceed to Step
8.

NOTE
If necessary, relax rudder pedal force and
allow heading to drift, controlling heading
with bank angle. If the aircraft slip indicator
is fully deflected, remain below 140 KIAS.

2. TAD switch - OFF

3. Check rudder trim indicator position

4. TRIM DISCONNECT switch - NORM

5. RUD TRIM circuit breaker (left front console) - 
Check, reset if open

6. Rudder trim - Move left and/or right

7. Rudder pedals - Move left and/or right

8. Check flight characteristics, gradually slowing aircraft
to landing configuration and airspeed

• Do not stall aircraft or slow to the point that
full stick or rudder is required to maintain air-
craft control. In no case should the aircraft be
slowed below 90 KIAS or to activation of the
stick shaker, whichever is higher.

• Do not change configuration once controlla-
bility check is complete.

If flap system damage is known or suspected,
do not reposition flaps.

NOTE
Ensure all power options (idle to max power)
are attempted during the controllability
check. With the PCL at IDLE, zero torque
will simulate the flare and landing. This con-
dition should demonstrate if the rudder is
available for a normal landing.

9. Fly no slower than minimum controllable airspeed
plus 20 KIAS until on final approach

10. Fly a power-on, straight-in approach requiring mini-
mum flare and plan to touch down at no less than pre-
viously determined minimum controllable airspeed

With a suspected rudder trim push rod failure
and a crosswind component that exceeds 5
knots, directional control on final approach
may be extremely difficult if the binding con-
dition does not allow the application of
proper crosswind controls. Fly a no-flap,
straight-in approach.

Landings have been accomplished at touch-
down speeds up to approximately 110 KIAS
with landing flaps and 130 KIAS with flaps
up. Anticipate increased directional sensitiv-
ity and longer landing distances at touch-
down speeds above 100 KIAS. High
touchdown airspeeds also increase the poten-
tial for a blown tire, brake fade, and/or over-
heated brakes.
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Normal safe indications, with electrical power, when the emergency extension system has been 

used to lower the landing gear, are two green main gear lights two red main gear door lights, 

green nose gear light, and red light in gear handle. 

 

 

 
 

Backup Flight Instrument General Info: 

Provides attitude, altitude, airspeed, VSI, altimeter, heading, and slip/skid indicator. It is 

a completely independent of the Integrated Avionics System. 

 

 
o Location: Upper right side of instrument panel in both cockpits 

o Power Source: Normally powered by Battery Bus backed up by the 

Auxiliary Battery Bus 

o Attitude source: Internal three axis inertial sensor cluster. 

o Heading source:  Magnetic sensor (flux valve) located in the outboard right 

wing. 

o Airspeed/Altimeter/VSI source:  Secondary Pitot/Static system. 
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AIR FORCE TO 1T-6B-1
NAVY NAVAIR A1-T6BAA-NFM-100

PMU FAULT

Illumination of the PMU STATUS caution, with the PMU
FAIL warning extinguished, is indicative of a PMU fault.
The PMU will remain online and continue to function.

ON GROUND:

NOTE
If PMU STATUS caution illuminates after
landing, notify maintenance.

1. PMU switch - OFF, then NORM

If PMU STATUS caution remains illuminated, con-
firm source of fault prior to flight.

INFLIGHT:

The PMU has detected a discrepancy in the weight-on-
wheels switch. A reset is not possible.

Ground idle will not be available during land-
ing rollout and taxi. Plan for increased land-
ing distances due to higher IDLE N1
(approximately 67%).

CHIP DETECTOR WARNING

Illumination of the CHIP warning indicates possible metal
contamination in the engine oil supply. If the contamination
is severe, the engine may fail with little or no further warn-
ing. When the CHIP warning illuminates, accomplish the
following:

* 1. PCL - Minimum necessary to intercept ELP; avoid
unnecessary PCL movements

Higher power settings may aggravate the
existing condition.

* 2. PEL - Execute

OIL SYSTEM MALFUNCTION OR LOW OIL 
PRESSURE

NOTE

• Use this procedure for any of the following:
red OIL PX warning illuminated, amber OIL
PX caution illuminated, oil pressure fluctua-
tions, or oil temperature out of limits.

• If OIL PX warning illuminates and oil pres-
sure indicates <5 psi, check OIL TRX circuit
breaker on the battery bus circuit breaker
panel (left front console). If the circuit
breaker is open, it may be reset.

• Due to the sensitivity of the signal condition-
ing unit, a single, momentary illumination of
the amber OIL PX caution while maneuver-
ing is possible but may not indicate a mal-
function. 

• Illumination of both red and amber OIL PX
message while the oil pressure gage indicates
normal pressure indicates an SCU failure.

IF ONLY AMBER OIL PX CAUTION ILLUMINATES:

* 1. Terminate maneuver

* 2. Check oil pressure; if oil pressure is normal, continue
operations 

IF RED OIL PX WARNING ILLUMINATES AND/OR
AMBER OIL PX CAUTION REMAINS ILLUMINATED
FOR 5 SECONDS:

* 3. PCL - Minimum necessary to intercept ELP; avoid
unnecessary PCL movements

Higher power settings may aggravate the
existing condition.

* 4. PEL - Execute

ELECTRICAL FAILURES

Generator Inoperative

Loss of the generator also means loss of the systems powered
on the generator bus (if the bus tie is open) and loss of battery
charging. If the generator fails and cannot be restored, elec-
trical load must be reduced to provide maximum endurance
on remaining battery power. Anytime the starter switch is
not in the NORM position, the generator will not function.
Verify starter switch position whenever GEN warning is illu-
minated. If the GEN warning illuminates, accomplish the
following:

1. STARTER switch - NORM (BOTH)

NOTE
The generator will remain offline if the starter
is in the MANUAL position and the starter
will drain battery in less than 10 minutes if
left ON.
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Limits:  Oil Pressure Warning/Caution table (Signal Conditioning Unit logic) 
 

PCL Position Oil Pressure 
Condition 

Time Delay Warning/Caution 

IDLE between 15 and 40 psi None  Amber OIL PX 

IDLE between 15 and 40 psi 5 seconds or 
more 

 Red OIL PX, Amber 
OIL PX 

IDLE 15 psi or below None  Red OIL PX 

Above IDLE between 40 and 90 psi 10 seconds  Amber OIL PX 

Above IDLE 40 psi or below None  Red OIL PX 
 

 
 

Operating 

Condition 

Operating Limits 

Power Setting Torque % ITT °C 

Max 

N1% 
(1)

 NP% 
(4)

 Oil Pressure psi Oil Temp °C 

Takeoff/Max 100 Max 820 104 Max 100 Max (2)
 90 to 120 (6)

 10 to 105 

Idle 3 to 8% (9) 

(ground) 

750 60 to 61 (ground) 

67 Min (flight) 

46 to 50 

(ground) 

90 Min -40 to 105 (Ground) 

10 to 105 (Flight) 

106 to 110 (7) 

Start --- 1000 (5 sec) --- --- 200 Max -40 Min 

Transient 131 Max 

(20 sec) (8)
 

870 (20 sec) 104 Max 102 (20 sec) 

110 (3) 

40 to 130 (5) 106 to 110 

(10 minutes) 

NOTES 
 

1. N1 values presented for PMU ON. With PMU OFF, N1 may vary from these values. 

2. With PMU OFF, permissible maximum NP is 100±2%. 

3. Permissible at any power setting for completion of in-flight emergency. 
 

4. Avoid stabilized ground operation from 62 to 80% NP. 

5. Operation in this range permitted only during aerobatics or spins, and 15 to 40 psi for 5 seconds with PCL at IDLE. 
 

6. Normal oil pressure during steady state conditions is 90 to 120 psi. Operation at oil pressure less than 90 psi at flight idle or 

above is indicative of oil system malfunction. 
 

7. Acceptable for ground operation at and below 20% torque. 
 

8. Torque at 131% is a materials limit above which damage to the engine may occur. Torque above 102% is indicative of a 

system malfunction. 

9. Allowable torque range with NP stabilized and PCL at IDLE. 

 
 
 
 
 



3-32                                             Change 3     

AIR FORCE TO 1T-6B-1
NAVY NAVAIR A1-T6BAA-NFM-100

NOTE
Differential braking may aid in directional
control upon touchdown.

OBOGS SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

If the engine has failed or has been shutdown, refer to
OBOGS Inoperative procedures. Illumination of the
OBOGS FAIL warning indicates the OBOGS system is no
longer producing sufficient oxygen concentration or pres-
sure. This condition may indicate a failure of the OBOGS
heat exchanger, concentrator, bleed air supply, electrical sys-
tem interface, or excessive system leakage. Failure of the
OBOGS system may be accompanied by reduced pressure
and/or quantity of breathing gas and may result in hypoxia
symptoms if corrective action is not taken immediately.

If the battery fails, OBOGS will be inopera-
tive.

* 1. PCL - Advance

NOTE
Advance PCL as required to extinguish
OBOGS FAIL warning. At low bleed air
pressure conditions (e.g., PCL idle at high
altitudes), bleed air pressure may drop suffi-
ciently to momentarily illuminate the
OBOGS FAIL warning. This does not neces-
sarily indicate an OBOGS failure. If OBOGS
FAIL warning extinguishes, continue flight.

2. OBOGS - CHECK (BOTH):

a. OBOGS supply lever - ON

b. OBOGS concentration lever - MAX

c. OBOGS pressure lever - EMERGENCY

It is possible to experience hypoxia symp-
toms if OBOGS has malfunctioned and cabin
altitude is above 10,000 feet.

When breathing oxygen under increased
pressure, breathe at a rate and depth slightly
less than normal to preclude hyperventila-
tion.

NOTE
The OBOGS FAIL warning will illuminate if
both supply levers are set to OFF with the
engine running.

IF OBOGS FAIL WARNING REMAINS ILLUMINATED:

3. OBOGS inoperative procedure - Execute

OBOGS INOPERATIVE

If the OBOGS system is determined to be inoperative due to
engine failure or engine shutdown, or OBOGS System Mal-
function procedures do not resolve the malfunction, proceed
as follows:

• If hypoxia is experienced or suspected, land
as soon as conditions permit.

• Anytime cabin pressure exceeds 10,000 feet
and either OBOGS and/or cabin pressure is
lost, an emergency descent to a cabin altitude
of 10,000 feet or below must be accom-
plished. Use of emergency oxygen is required
when OBOGS is lost and cabin pressure
exceeds 10,000 feet pressure equivalent.
Once emergency oxygen is activated, descent
to aircraft altitudes at or below 10,000 feet
MSL is essential within 10 minutes of activa-
tion of emergency oxygen.

• If the battery fails, OBOGS will be inopera-
tive.

* 1. GREEN RING - PULL (AS REQUIRED)
 

When breathing oxygen under increased
pressure, breathe at a rate and depth slightly
less than normal to preclude hyperventila-
tion.

NOTE

• When the emergency oxygen system is actu-
ated, high pressure air may make verbal com-
munication with the other crewmember or
ATC more difficult. 
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Change 1     3-33

AIR FORCE TO 1T-6B-1
NAVY (NAVAIR) A1-T6BAA-NFM-100

NOTE
Once activated, emergency oxygen cannot be
shut off and will provide oxygen flow until
the cylinder is depleted (10 minutes).

2. Descent below cabin altitude of 10,000 feet – Initiate

3. Disconnect main oxygen supply hose from CRU-60/P

NOTE
● Avoid inadvertently disconnecting COMM

cable when disconnecting main oxygen hose.

● Disconnecting the main oxygen supply hose
from the CRU-60/P is recommended as it
improves breathing capability by providing
pressure relief and improves anti-suffoca-
tion capability by reducing resistance.

4. OBOGS – OFF (BOTH)

5. Land as soon as practical

OBOGS SYSTEM MALFUNCTION (ZEOLITE DUST 
IN OXYGEN MASK)

An OBOGS system malfunction may occur without the illu-
mination of the message light. Indications of the malfunc-
tion include respiratory irritation, coughing, or the presence
of white dust in the oxygen mask. This could indicate a mal-
function of the OBOGS concentrator beds, which are releas-
ing zeolite and binder material into the breathing system.
Pilots should check their masks for the presence of a white
dust or powder. If dust is found, proceed as follows:

1. Green ring – Pull (As required)

● The OBOGS concentrator may malfunction
resulting in zeolite dust in the breathing sys-
tem without an illumination of the EICAS
message light. Indications of the malfunction
include respiratory irritation, coughing, or
the presence of white dust in the oxygen
mask. Adequate oxygen concentration is still

available to the pilots. Prolonged inhalation
of zeolite dust should be avoided.

● Emergency oxygen bottle provides approxi-
mately 10 minutes of oxygen. If aircraft
pressure altitude is above 10,000 feet MSL,
ensure the aircraft reaches an altitude of
10,000 feet MSL or lower prior to exhaustion
of the emergency oxygen supply or the
effects of hypoxia may incapacitate the crew.

When breathing oxygen under increased
pressure, breathe at a rate and depth slightly
less than normal to preclude hyperventila-
tion.

NOTE
● When the emergency oxygen system is actu-

ated, high pressure air may make verbal
communication with the other crewmember
or ATC more difficult. 

● Once activated, emergency oxygen cannot be
shut off and will provide oxygen flow until
the cylinder is depleted (10 minutes).

2. Descent below cabin altitude of 10,000 feet – Initiate

3. Disconnect main oxygen supply hose from CRU-60/P

NOTE
● Avoid inadvertently disconnecting COMM

cable when disconnecting main oxygen hose.

● Disconnecting the main oxygen supply hose
from the CRU-60/P is recommended as it
improves breathing capability by providing
pressure relief and improves anti-suffoca-
tion capability by reducing resistance.

4. OBOGS – OFF (BOTH)

5. Oxygen mask – Remove (below 10,000 feet cabin
altitude)

6. Land as soon as practical

OBOGS OVERTEMP

Illumination of the OBOGS TEMP caution indicates a fail-
ure of the OBOGS heat exchanger.

1. Green ring – Pull (as required)

Initial Aircraft
Altitude (feet)

Descent Rate (feet/min) Maintained to
Achieve 10,000 feet MSL Within 10 Min-
utes

31,000 2100

28,000 1800

25,000 1500

23,500 and lower 1350
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Change 2  3-21

AIR FORCE TO 1T-6B-1
NAVY (NAVAIR) A1-T6BAA-NFM-100

Power-on and inverted departures or spins
will result in high loads on the engine and
torque shaft. If an inverted or power-on
departure is encountered, land as soon as
conditions permit. The pilot should suspect
possible engine damage and may experience
unusual engine operation accompanied by
low oil pressure or CHIP detector warning.
In all cases of inverted or power-on depar-
tures, the engine shall be inspected by quali-
fied maintenance personnel after flight.

FIRE IN FLIGHT

Illumination of the FIRE annunciator indicates the possibil-
ity of fire in the engine compartment. Pending confirmation
of an engine fire, initiate PEL procedures with the intention
of landing as soon as possible. 

IF FIRE IS CONFIRMED:

Illumination of the fire warning light accom-
panied by one or more of the following indi-
cations is confirmation of an engine fire:
smoke; flames; engine vibration; unusual
sounds; high ITT; and fluctuating oil pres-
sure, oil temperature, or hydraulic pressure. 

*1. PCL – OFF

*2. FIREWALL SHUTOFF HANDLE  – PULL

IF FIRE IS EXTINGUISHED:

*3. Forced Landing – Execute

IF FIRE DOES NOT EXTINGUISH OR FORCED LAND-
ING IS IMPRACTICAL:

*4. Eject (BOTH)

IF FIRE IS NOT CONFIRMED:

*5. PEL – Execute

● A fire warning light with no accompanying
indication is not a confirmed fire. Do not
shut down an engine for an unconfirmed fire.

● High engine compartment temperatures
resulting from a bleed air leak may cause

illumination of the fire warning light. Reduc-
ing the PCL setting towards IDLE will
decrease the amount of bleed air and possi-
bly extinguish the fire warning light; how-
ever, advancing the PCL might be required
to intercept the ELP. Regardless of reducing
or advancing the PCL, continue to investi-
gate for indications confirming an engine
fire. 

● If the fire cannot be confirmed, the fire warn-
ing system may be at fault and should be
tested as conditions permit. If only one fire
loop annunciator is illuminated (top or bot-
tom half only), a false fire indication may
exist if the other loop tests good. 

SMOKE AND FUME ELIMINATION/ELECTRICAL 
FIRE

This procedure may be used in the event of smoke or fumes
as a result of an electrical fire or contamination from the
ECS system.

Under varying conditions of fire and/or
smoke where aircraft control is jeopardized,
the pilot has the option of actuating CFS or
ejecting.

NOTE
If a faulty component can be identified as the
source of smoke and fumes, turn defective
unit off or pull respective circuit breaker.
Circuit breakers for items on the hot battery
bus are not accessible in flight.

1. Descent below 10,000 ft MSL – Initiate (as required)

2. PRESSURIZATION switch – RAM/DUMP

NOTE
● Selecting RAM/DUMP does not shut off

bleed air inflow.

● Defog is turned off when RAM/DUMP is
selected.

3. BLEED AIR INFLOW switch – OFF

IF SMOKE/FIRE PERSISTS:

4. BAT and GEN switches – OFF
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Emergency oxygen bottle provides approxi-
mately 10 minutes of oxygen. If aircraft
pressure altitude is above 10,000 feet MSL,
ensure the aircraft reaches an altitude of
10,000 feet MSL or lower prior to exhaustion
of the emergency oxygen supply or the
effects of hypoxia may incapacitate the crew.

When breathing oxygen under increased
pressure, breathe at a rate and depth slightly
less than normal to preclude hyperventila-
tion.

NOTE
● When the emergency oxygen system is actu-

ated, high pressure air may make verbal
communication with the other crewmember
or ATC more difficult. 

● Once activated, emergency oxygen cannot be
shut off and will provide oxygen flow until
the cylinder is depleted (10 minutes).

2. Descent below cabin altitude of 10,000 feet – Initiate

3. Disconnect main oxygen supply hose from CRU-60/P

NOTE
● Avoid inadvertently disconnecting COMM

cable when disconnecting main oxygen hose.

● Disconnecting the main oxygen supply hose
from the CRU-60/P is recommended as it
improves breathing capability by providing
pressure relief and improves anti-suffoca-
tion capability by reducing resistance.

4. OBOGS – OFF (BOTH)

5. Land as soon as practical

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS DUCT OVERTEMP 

Illumination of the DUCT TEMP caution indicates that
bleed air temperature in the environmental systems duct has
exceeded 300 °F at either or both of the temperature sen-
sors.

1. Cockpit temperature controller – MANUAL

2. Cockpit temperature controller – COLD; hold for 30
seconds

IF CONDITIONS PERSIST:

3. DEFOG switch – OFF

IF CONDITIONS PERSIST:

4. Descent below 18,000 ft MSL – Initiate (as required)

5. BLEED AIR INFLOW switch – OFF

NOTE
Cabin pressurization will bleed out through
the cabin pressurization outflow valves when
the inflow switch is set to OFF. The canopy
pressure seal and anti-G systems will not be
operational.

DEFOG VALVE FAILS TO CLOSE IN FLIGHT

If the defog valve fails to close in flight and cockpit heat
becomes very uncomfortable, the TEMP CONTROL switch
can be used to minimize cockpit heat input. 

Verify that appropriate time has elapsed before initiating the
following procedure.

1. AIR COND switch – ON

2. Cockpit temperature controller – MANUAL

3. Cockpit temperature controller – COLD; hold for 30
seconds

4. Verify defog not needed for visibility

5. Verify DEFOG switch – OFF

6. PRESSURIZATION switch – RAM/DUMP at or 
below 18,000 ft MSL

7. BLEED AIR INFLOW switch – OFF

8. Land as soon as practical

TRIM SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS

Whenever the trim interrupt button is being depressed, or
when the trim disconnect switch is set to disconnect, all trim
systems are disengaged and the TAD is disconnected. When
an individual trim system circuit breaker is pulled, the
respective trim system will be inoperative. If the rudder trim
circuit breaker is pulled, automatic TAD correction inputs
for power and configuration changes will be unavailable.

Runaway Trim

1. Trim interrupt button (control stick) – Depress and
hold

2. Airspeed – As required to reduce control forces
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NOTE
Except when trim is at full nose down, reduc-
ing airspeed to 110-150 KIAS will reduce
control forces. Adding power will cause a
pitch up/left yaw, while reducing power will
cause a pitch down/right yaw. With full nose
down trim, cruise and approach as fast as
practical to reduce pitch forces.

3. TRIM DISCONNECT switch (left console) - TRIM
DISCONNECT

4. Trim interrupt button (control stick) - Release

5. AIL/EL TRIM or RUD TRIM circuit breaker(s) (left
front console) - Pull, as required

NOTE
At typical final approach speeds, aileron
forces remain relatively light in the event of
full aileron trim runaway. Leaving the AIL/
EL TRIM circuit breaker in during aileron
trim malfunctions will enable the pilot to use
pitch trim when necessary.

6. TRIM DISCONNECT switch (left console) - NORM

This will restore trim to operative axes.

7. Controllability check - As required

Stuck/Failed Trim

1. TRIM DISCONNECT switch (left console) - NORM

2. AIL/EL TRIM or RUD TRIM circuit breaker(s) (left
front console) - Check, reset if open

NOTE
If the elevator trim failed during high speed
cruise or descent, the stick force will increase
to approximately 10 pounds as the aircraft is
slowed for approach and during landing.
Approximate maximum forces for aileron
trim or rudder trim are 5 pounds and 20
pounds respectively.

Trim Aid Device Failure

Illumination of the TAD FAIL caution indicates that the
TAD has failed. If the TAD fails, automatic rudder trim cor-
rection inputs are unavailable. Loss of the TAD increases
pilot workload but has no other effect on mission capability.
It may be possible to restore TAD operation through the fol-
lowing procedure:

1. TAD circuit breaker (right front console)  - Check in
or pull and reset

2. TRIM AID switch - Engage after TAD FAIL caution

extinguishes

NOTE
If TAD FAIL caution remains illuminated,
notify maintenance personnel after landing
and leave the BAT and AVIONICS MAS-
TER switches ON until the TAD failure code
lights, labeled L1 through L4, in the right aft
avionics bay are inspected. If the battery or
avionics master is turned OFF, the TAD fail-
ure code will be lost.

FLIGHT WITH SHATTERED/DAMAGED CANOPY 

1. OBOGS - MAX (AS REQUIRED) (BOTH)

2. Airspeed - 150 KIAS maximum

This airspeed will minimize turbulence and cockpit
noise.

3. Descend - Below 18,000 ft MSL

4. PRESSURIZATION switch - DUMP below 18,000 ft
MSL if canopy damaged but intact

5. Controllability Check - As required

6. Land as soon as possible

CANOPY UNLOCKED

1. Airspeed - 150 KIAS maximum; avoid abrupt maneu-
vering

Do not attempt to lock the canopy in flight.
Movement of the internal canopy lock handle
may inadvertently allow the canopy to open
and depart the aircraft.

2. Descend - Below 18,000 ft MSL

3. PRESSURIZATION switch - DUMP below 18,000 ft
MSL

4. Land as soon as possible

If canopy frame is floating off the left side
rail or the canopy is obviously unlocked, do
not eject.

COCKPIT OVERPRESSURIZATION 

Illumination of the cockpit overpressurization (CKPT PX
warning) indicates that cockpit pressure differential is at 3.9
to 4.0 psid or greater.
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PMU FAULT

Illumination of the PMU STATUS caution, with the PMU
FAIL warning extinguished, is indicative of a PMU fault.
The PMU will remain online and continue to function.

ON GROUND:

NOTE
If PMU STATUS caution illuminates after
landing, notify maintenance.

1. PMU switch - OFF, then NORM

If PMU STATUS caution remains illuminated, con-
firm source of fault prior to flight.

INFLIGHT:

The PMU has detected a discrepancy in the weight-on-
wheels switch. A reset is not possible.

Ground idle will not be available during land-
ing rollout and taxi. Plan for increased land-
ing distances due to higher IDLE N1
(approximately 67%).

CHIP DETECTOR WARNING

Illumination of the CHIP warning indicates possible metal
contamination in the engine oil supply. If the contamination
is severe, the engine may fail with little or no further warn-
ing. When the CHIP warning illuminates, accomplish the
following:

* 1. PCL - Minimum necessary to intercept ELP; avoid
unnecessary PCL movements

Higher power settings may aggravate the
existing condition.

* 2. PEL - Execute

OIL SYSTEM MALFUNCTION OR LOW OIL 
PRESSURE

NOTE

• Use this procedure for any of the following:
red OIL PX warning illuminated, amber OIL
PX caution illuminated, oil pressure fluctua-
tions, or oil temperature out of limits.

• If OIL PX warning illuminates and oil pres-
sure indicates <5 psi, check OIL TRX circuit
breaker on the battery bus circuit breaker
panel (left front console). If the circuit
breaker is open, it may be reset.

• Due to the sensitivity of the signal condition-
ing unit, a single, momentary illumination of
the amber OIL PX caution while maneuver-
ing is possible but may not indicate a mal-
function. 

• Illumination of both red and amber OIL PX
message while the oil pressure gage indicates
normal pressure indicates an SCU failure.

IF ONLY AMBER OIL PX CAUTION ILLUMINATES:

* 1. Terminate maneuver

* 2. Check oil pressure; if oil pressure is normal, continue
operations 

IF RED OIL PX WARNING ILLUMINATES AND/OR
AMBER OIL PX CAUTION REMAINS ILLUMINATED
FOR 5 SECONDS:

* 3. PCL - Minimum necessary to intercept ELP; avoid
unnecessary PCL movements

Higher power settings may aggravate the
existing condition.

* 4. PEL - Execute

ELECTRICAL FAILURES

Generator Inoperative

Loss of the generator also means loss of the systems powered
on the generator bus (if the bus tie is open) and loss of battery
charging. If the generator fails and cannot be restored, elec-
trical load must be reduced to provide maximum endurance
on remaining battery power. Anytime the starter switch is
not in the NORM position, the generator will not function.
Verify starter switch position whenever GEN warning is illu-
minated. If the GEN warning illuminates, accomplish the
following:

1. STARTER switch - NORM (BOTH)

NOTE
The generator will remain offline if the starter
is in the MANUAL position and the starter
will drain battery in less than 10 minutes if
left ON.
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2. GEN switch - ON (front or back)

3. GEN RESET switch - Depress and hold for a mini-
mum of 1 second

IF GENERATOR REMAINS INOPERATIVE (DC VOLT-
METER BELOW 25 VOLTS AND AMMETER DIS-
CHARGING):

4. Descent below 10,000 ft MSL - INITIATE (AS
REQUIRED)

5. GEN switch - OFF (BOTH)

6. BUS TIE switch -  OPEN (BUS TIE caution and GEN
BUS warning illuminate)

NOTE
Opening the bus tie switch will reduce elec-
trical load on the main battery by shedding
the generator bus. This will permit main bat-
tery operation for at least 30 minutes. 

7. Land as soon as practical

OBOGS will be inoperative once the main
battery is depleted or with battery failure.

NOTE

• If main battery fails, refer to Battery and Gen-
erator Failure procedure.

• Cockpit will depressurize when power to the
battery bus is lost.

Generator Bus Inoperative

The GEN BUS warning will illuminate if there is an actual
loss of the generator bus (and the associated avionics buses).

 

1. BUS TIE switch - NORM

NOTE
With an operating generator and the bus tie
switch in NORM, the generator will continue
to charge the battery and power the battery
buses. Items on the generator bus will remain
inoperative.

2. Land as soon as practical

The following table contains a list of the cockpit items that
will remain operative or are inoperative with the generator
bus inoperative.

GENERATOR BUS 
INOPERATIVE

BATTERY BUS 
OPERATIVE

Air Conditioner Battery Buses w/Bus Tie
Closed

Gen Switch Ram Air Valve

Fuel Balance OBOGS

Side/Nav/Taxi/Test Lights Clocks

Probes Anti-Ice Emergency Flaps

ELT

Cockpit Temperature Flight Data Recorder Main-
tenance

Nose Wheel Steering Battery

Fire Detector #2 Chip Detector

Trim Indicator

Seat Adjust Aileron/Elevator/Rudder
Trim

DTS/DVR Utility/Collision/Instrument/
Landing/Flood Lights

EDM A IAC1

HOTAS Ignition

TAD Avionics Master

Prop Sys Solenoid

Speed Brake Hydraulic System

Fuel Quantity Low

Evaporator Blower Start

ADC UFCP

TCAS Landing Gear Control

COM1 PMU FAIL and PMU STA-
TUS Monitoring

IAC2 Oil TRX

IRS Flap Control

Radio Relays Angle of Attack

RAD ALTM Boost Pump

LH MFD EDM B

DME Battery Switch

Transponder

VHF NAV Inflow Switch

RH MFD

Fidelity Tech
Sticky Note
You just gave yourself a GEN Bus Failure, recommend looking at the table of items lost during Gen Bus Inoperative
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Depiction of Generator Bus Failure or Failed Generator with the Bus Tie Switch Open 

There many things that will be lost when the generator bus is taken out of the picture, your PCL provides you a detailed list. Some 

items to note are: 

 

•Instrumentation: Left MFD, Air Data Computer (ADC), 

•Navigation: VHF NAV (VOR), DME, Transponder, TCAS 

•Communication: COM1 (UHF) 

•Others: IAC 2, Pitot Heat, Radar Altimeter, TAD, Speed Brake, Air conditioning, Fuel Balance. 
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Battery Bus Inoperative

NOTE
With a battery bus failure, the PFD will be the
default display in flight and the EICAS and
NAV displays can be accessed using the
MFD menu page.

The BAT BUS warning will illuminate if there is an actual
loss of the battery bus (and the associated avionics buses), or
if the current limiter on the battery bus side has failed.

Indications of the current limiter and/or actual bus failure
will be illumination of the BAT BUS warning, accompanied
by multiple failures of items on the battery bus with associ-
ated CAS message illuminated (TRIM OFF, OIL PX, HYDR
FL LO, PMU STATUS). The most noticeable failures will
be the UFCP, and the center and right MFD’s.

NOTE
If the BAT BUS warning illuminates, the
cockpit battery bus has failed or the annunci-
ator sensing circuit has failed. The generator
is still supplying the generator bus and charg-
ing the battery.

IF BAT BUS WARNING IS ILLUMINATED AND IS
ACCOMPANIED BY OTHER INDICATIONS OF BAT-
TERY BUS FAILURE:

1. Descent below 10,000 ft MSL  - Initiate (as required)

OBOGS will be inoperative once the main
battery is depleted or with battery failure.

NOTE
Cockpit will depressurize when power to the
battery bus is lost.

2. BUS TIE switch - OPEN

NOTE
Place the BUS TIE switch to OPEN to isolate
the generator bus from any potential battery
or battery bus faults.

3. AUX BAT switch - ON

NOTE
Backup flight instrument and VHF tuning
(standby VHF control head) will be powered
for approximately 30 minutes by the auxil-
iary battery. Plan to extend the landing gear
using the emergency extension system.
Emergency flaps will be powered by the main
battery through the hot battery bus as long as
the main battery has not failed. With normal
flap extension and a loss of power to the bat-
tery bus, flaps will retract. Landing gear and
flap position indicators will not be powered. 

4. Standby VHF - ON

5. Land as soon as practical

The following table contains a list of the cockpit items that
will remain operative or are inoperative with the battery bus
inoperative or bus tie inoperative with a depleted battery. 

Center MFD

Backup Flight Instrument

IRS

COM 2

Fire Detector #1

GENERATOR BUS 
INOPERATIVE

BATTERY BUS 
OPERATIVE

BATTERY BUS 
INOPERATIVE

GENERATOR BUS 
OPERATIVE

Battery Buses w/Bus Tie
Closed

Air Conditioner

Ram Air Valve Gen Switch

OBOGS Fuel Balance

Clocks Side/Nav/Taxi/Test Lights

Emergency Flaps Probes Anti-Ice

ELT Cockpit Temperature

Flight Data Recorder Main-
tenance

Battery Fire Detector #2

Chip Detector

Nose Wheel Steering Seat Adjust

Aileron/Elevator/Rudder
Trim

DTS/DVR

Utility/Collision/Instrument/
Landing/Flood Lights

EDM A

IAC1 HOTAS

Ignition TAD

Avionics Master Fails in the
ON Position

Speed Brake

Prop Sys Solenoid Evaporator Blower
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Bus Tie Inoperative

If the BUS TIE caution illuminates in flight, the battery bus
and generator bus have been disconnected at the bus bar
crosstie. If other caution/warning messages are present, refer
to the appropriate procedures. If no other annunciations
occur, the generator bus will continue to operate normally
and items on the battery bus will continue to function as long
as battery power exists. Turning off non-essential equipment
on the battery bus will prolong the amount of battery power
remaining.

1. BUS TIE switch - NORM

IF BUS TIE CAUTION REMAINS ILLUMINATED:

2. Land as soon as practical

NOTE
• Expect approximately 30 minutes of useful

power from the main battery under these con-
ditions. Items on the generator bus will
remain powered as long as the generator is
online. To conserve battery power, consider
deactivating interior/exterior lighting as con-
ditions permit. The avionics master switch
can also be set to OFF, disabling all avionics

and radios, with the exception of the standby
VHF.

• If main battery depletes, refer to Battery Bus
Inoperative procedure. Items on generator
bus will remain functional with an operative
generator.

• Cockpit will depressurize when power to the
battery bus is lost.

Battery and Generator Failure

This checklist assumes that the generator has failed and the
main battery is totally depleted. The only operative instru-
ments with auxiliary battery power will be the backup flight
instrument, fire detection system (FIRE 1 only), IRU, and
VHF radio (tuning provided by the standby VHF control
head).

Systems that will be inoperative include: 

• OBOGS

• ICS

• All electronic displays

• PMU

• Starter

• Fire detection system (FIRE 2)

• Landing gear indicators

• Normal flap operation and indicators

• Probes anti-ice

• Interior and exterior lighting, except backup flight
instrument

• ECS/pressurization

• UHF communications/navigation and GPS

1. Descent below 10,000 ft MSL - Initiate (as required)

OBOGS will be inoperative once the main
battery is depleted or with battery failure.

NOTE
Cockpit will depressurize when power to the
battery bus is lost.

IF THE BATTERY AND GENERATOR FAIL, ACCOM-
PLISH THE FOLLOWING:

2. AUX BAT switch - ON

Hydraulic System ADC

Fuel Quantity Low TCAS

Start COM1

UFCP IAC2

Landing Gear Control IRS

PMU FAIL and PMU
STATUS Monitoring

Radio Relays

Oil TRX RAD ALTM

Flap Control LH MFD

Angle of Attack DME

Boost Pump Transponder

EDM B VHF NAV

Battery Switch With Aux Battery:

Inflow Switch Radio Relays

RH MFD Fire Detector #1

Center MFD IRS

UFCP Backup Flight Instrument

Ground Idle COM2 if STBY VHF is
ON

PMU below 40 to 50% NP

BATTERY BUS 
INOPERATIVE

GENERATOR BUS 
OPERATIVE
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Depiction of Battery Bus Failure or Current Limiter Failure 

There many things that will be lost when the battery bus is taken out of the picture, your PCL provides you a detailed list. The list is a 

worst case scenario (battery bus inoperative or bus tie inoperative with a depleted battery ) Some items to note are: 

 

•Instrumentation: Center MFD, Right MFD, 

•Communication: All UFCP functions, (COM2 tuning available via VHF Standby Control Head) 

•Navigation: Execute function for FMS operations 

•Others: IAC 1, Normal Landing gear control, Normal Flap control, Inflow Sys (Bleed air/pressurization), Gear and Flap 

position indicators, Rudder, Aileron and Elevator Trim, PMU. 
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switch failure, or failure of the oil scavenge pump. If any of
these conditions are encountered, accomplish the following:

* 1. PEL - Execute

NOTE
If the FUEL PX warning remains illumi-
nated, the engine-driven high pressure fuel
pump is suction feeding. Engine operation
with high pressure pump suction feeding is
limited to 10 hours.

* 2. BOOST PUMP switch - ON

Unless a greater emergency exists, do not
reset BOOST PUMP circuit breaker (left
front console) if open.

Fuel Imbalance

The automatic fuel balancing system maintains the fuel load
in each wing to within 20 pounds of the other. Conditions
which may activate the FUEL BAL caution are a fault in the
autobalance system (e.g., fuel probe or EDM failure), or fuel
gages indicate greater than 30 pounds difference between
left and right tanks for more than 2 minutes. To manually
balance the fuel load, accomplish the following:

1. Fuel gages - Verify imbalance and check for fuel leaks

NOTE
• If FP FAIL caution illuminated, refer to the

Fuel Probe Malfunction checklist.

• If a fuel leak is suspected, refer to Leaking
Fuel from Wing procedure.

2. FUEL BAL circuit breaker (right front console) -
Check, reset if open

One reset attempt only.

NOTE
The pilot should assess the severity of the
emergency and equipment lost prior to reset-
ting or opening any circuit breaker.

3. FUEL BAL switch - MAN/RESET (M FUEL BAL
advisory illuminates)

Do not attempt to manually balance fuel load
if FP FAIL caution is illuminated. With a
probe failure, a fuel imbalance indication

may not be correct, and manual balancing

 attempts may cause or aggravate a fuel
imbalance.

4. MANUAL FUEL BAL switch - To low tank

5. Fuel gages - Monitor

IF FUEL IMBALANCE IS CORRECTED (FUEL BAL
CAUTION EXTINGUISHES):

6. MANUAL FUEL BAL switch - OFF, when imbalance
is corrected

NOTE
With a full lateral fuel imbalance (one tank
full, the other tank empty), sufficient lateral
authority exists to control the aircraft (no
crosswind). Expect increased lateral stick
forces.

7. FUEL BAL switch - AUTO, if desired

If system is returned to autobalance, monitor for cor-
rect operation.

NOTE
If the fuel imbalance remains constant or
increases, consider fuel in the wing that is not
feeding to be trapped. Subtract trapped fuel to
get total usable fuel.

Low Fuel Level

Illumination of the L or R FUEL LO caution indicates that
approximately 110 pounds (16 gallons) of usable fuel
remains in the affected wing tank.

Leaking Fuel from Wing

This procedure may be used to minimize loss of total fuel
due to a birdstrike or other system failure. The FUEL BAL
caution may illuminate if leaking fuel overboard from either
wing. If a fuel leak is suspected in flight, perform the follow-
ing:

1. Aircraft structure  - Visually inspect for signs of leak-
age

IF LEAKING FUEL OVERBOARD:

2. FUEL BAL switch - MAN/RESET

3. MANUAL FUEL BAL switch - To non-leaking tank

The manual fuel balance switch may be left set to the
non-leaking tank for the duration of the flight to max-
imize remaining fuel and endurance.

Fidelity Tech
Sticky Note
Fuel imbalance on the ground occurs often due to uneven fuel loads between the  tanks during ground fueling operations. Common to get a FUEL BAL light. Simply reset the Auto System and once the engine is up and running the motive flow and EDM will balance the tanks.
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NOTE
With a full lateral fuel imbalance (one tank
full, the other tank empty), sufficient lateral
authority exists to control the aircraft (no
crosswind). Expect increased lateral stick
forces.

4. MANUAL FUEL BAL switch – To leaking tank once
empty

5. Land as soon as possible

Fuel Probe Malfunction

1. Fuel gages and fuel flow – Verify indications

Do not attempt to manually balance fuel load
if FP FAIL caution is illuminated. With a
probe failure, a fuel imbalance message may
not be correct, and manual balancing
attempts may cause or aggravate a fuel
imbalance.

NOTE
● Depending on which probe malfunctions, the

fuel quantity may read lower than actual. A
rapid drop in fuel indication may occur.

● The auto fuel balance system will be inoper-
ative, but the manual fuel balance system
remains operative.

2. EDM circuit breakers
(left and right front console) – Check, reset if open

NOTE
The pilot should assess the severity of the
emergency and equipment lost prior to reset-
ting or opening any circuit breaker.

3. Land as soon as practical if fuel state cannot be veri-
fied

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS

Normal operation of landing gear, flaps, speed brake, and
nosewheel steering should be considered unavailable when
the HYD FL LO caution is illuminated and pressure is
below 1800 psi, or when hydraulic pressure is rapidly
decreasing toward or reads 0 psi. If the hydraulic pressure
transmitter fails, hydraulic pressure will read 0 psi or some
other abnormal (out of normal operating limits) indication,
but all hydraulic systems should operate normally. When the

EHYD PX LO caution is illuminated, the emergency land-
ing gear and flap extension system should be considered
inoperative.

If the EHYD PX LO caution or the HYD FL LO caution
illuminates or hydraulic pressure drops below the normal
operating range, accomplish the following:

1. Hydraulic pressure – Check

NOTE
● Illumination of the EHYD PX LO caution or

HYD FL LO caution may indicate a fluid
leak in either hydraulic system. If the leak is
on the emergency side and is of small
enough flow rate that it does not activate the
hydraulic fuse, all fluid could leak out of
both systems and a gear-up landing would be
required. Unless fuel range is a factor, lower
the gear (and flaps if desired) prior to deple-
tion of hydraulic fluid.

● Loss of hydraulic pressure (out of limits,
decreasing toward, or reads, 0 psi) without
illumination of either EHYD PX LO caution
or HYD FL LO caution may indicate engine-
driven hydraulic pump failure or partial fail-
ure.

● If HYD FL LO caution illuminates and
hydraulic pressure indicates 0 psi, check
HYD SYS circuit breaker on the battery bus
circuit breaker panel (left front console). If
the circuit breaker is open, it may be reset. 

2. Airspeed – 150 KIAS or below

3. Landing gear handle – DOWN

NOTE
Low hydraulic pressure (below 1800 psi)
will necessitate using the emergency gear
extension procedure.

4. Flaps – Extend (as required)

NOTE
Flap extension may require use of the emer-
gency landing gear and flap extension sys-
tem if the normal hydraulic system pressure
has dropped below usable levels. If the emer-
gency gear handle has not been pulled previ-
ously to lower the landing gear, it will have
to be pulled in order to emergency extend the
flaps.
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NOTENOTE
Backup flight instrument and VHF tuning
(standby VHF control head) will be powered
for approximately 30 minutes by the auxil-
iary battery. Plan to extend the landing gear
using the emergency extension system.
Emergency flaps will not be functional if the
main battery has failed. With normal flap
extension and a loss of power to the battery
bus, flaps will retract. Landing gear and flap
position indicators will not be powered. The
taxi and landing lights will not be functional.

3. Land as soon as possible

AVIONICS FAILURES

NOTE
• During all electronic display failures, the

pilot should confirm indications in both cock-
pits (if occupied), reference alternate data
sources or the backup instruments as applica-
ble, and check applicable circuit breakers.

• In the following procedures, the term “reset”
is used to describe the action of resetting a
circuit breaker that is already open. The pilot
should assess the severity of the emergency
and equipment lost prior to resetting or open-
ing any circuit breaker.

Dual Integrated Avionics Computer (IAC) Failure 
(Loss of All MFD Displays, HUD Display, and UFCP)

1. Backup flight instrument - Reference as required

2. NORM/REPEAT switch (both UFCP’s) - NORM
(both cockpits)

3. IAC1 and IAC2 circuit breakers (front left and front
right console) - Check, reset if open

If both integrated avionics computers remain failed:

4. Land as soon as practical

Integrated Avionics Computer 1 (IAC1) Failure 
(Front Cockpit Loss of all Displays/Erratic 
Displays)

1. Backup flight instrument - Reference as required

2. IAC1 circuit breaker (left front console) - Check, reset
if open

3. Land as soon as practical

Integrated Avionics Computer 2 (IAC2) Failure 
(Rear Cockpit Loss of all Displays/Erratic Displays)

1. Backup flight instrument - Reference as required

2. IAC2 circuit breaker (right front console) - Check,
reset if open

3. Land as soon as practical

IRS Failure (Loss of Attitude or Heading Display on 
HUD and MFD)

1. Backup flight instrument - Reference as required

2. IRS circuit breaker (left and right front console) -
Check, reset if open

3. Place aircraft in straight and level unaccelerated flight
and monitor alignment status.

4. Land as soon as practical

MFD Failure (Loss of MFD Display in Front or Rear 
Cockpit)

NOTE
Failure of a single MFD will result in PFD
and EICAS display only and loss of ability to
manipulate the display to the FMS MENU.

1. NORM/REPEAT switch in failed cockpit -  REPEAT

2. MFD circuit breaker (left MFD right console, right and
center MFD left console) - Check, reset if open

3. Backup flight instrument - Reference as required

UFCP Failure (Blank UFCP Entry Windows, Data 
Entry Knob or System Button Non Functioning)

NOTE
With the UFCP inoperative, the functions not
available to the pilot in the cockpit with the
failed UFCP are: FMS execute, system Mag/
True heading toggle, system GS/CAS/TAS
HUD speed toggle, and radio tuning with
UFCP.

1. UFCP circuit breaker (left front console or left rear
console) - Check, reset if open
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2. Land as soon as practical

Backup Flight Instrument Display Failure
1. Place aircraft in straight and level unaccelerated flight

2. STBY INST circuit breaker (left front/left rear con-
sole) -  Check, reset if open

3. AFT STBY circuit breaker (left front console) -
Check, reset if open

If display does not return:

4. Land as soon as practical

Engine Data Manager Fail (EDM FAIL Warning or 
EDM A INOP or EDM B INOP Advisory Resulting in 
Total or Partial Loss of Engine Data Manager 
Information)

NOTE
If an EDM FAIL occurs prior to start and is
accompanied by red X’s in the IOAT and ITT
counters, refer to High IOAT at Start >80 °C.

1. EDM circuit breakers (left and right front console) -
Check, reset if open

If engine instrument displays on EICAS page do not return:

2. Land as soon as practical

NOTE
• If  EDM FAIL warning remains displayed,

the engine data manager has failed. The pilot
will lose the ability to directly monitor the
engine, fuel, electrical, and hydraulic sys-
tems, and cockpit pressurization. The follow-
ing messages will be displayed; however,
they are no longer monitoring their respective
system: CKPT PX, CKPT ALT, HYD FL
LO, FUEL BAL, L FUEL LO, R FUEL LO,
and FUEL BAL. The PMU should remain
online.  

• If an EDM A INOP or EDM B INOP advi-
sory remains, suspect a data bus malfunction.
Prior to flight, maintenance action is
required.

Air Data Computer Failure (ADC FAIL Warning or 
ADC A INOP or ADC B INOP Advisory Resulting in 
Total or Partial Loss of Air Data Computer 
Information)

1. Backup flight instrument - Reference as required

2. ADC circuit breaker (right front console) - Check,
reset if open

NOTE
If the ADC FAIL warning remains displayed,
the air data computer has failed. Primary air-
speed, altimeter, and VSI will be inoperative.
Reference backup flight instrument and AOA
as necessary. TAD, aural gear warning, and
transponder mode C will also be inoperative.
Expect PMU STATUS caution to illuminate
after landing.

Loss of ICS/Audio
1. Switch COMM lead to auxiliary cord (affected cock-

pit) - Initiate as required

2. AUDIO circuit breaker (right front/rear and left front
console) - Check, reset if open

IF AUDIO NOT RE-ESTABLISHED:

3. EMR/NRM switch - Select EMR (both)

NOTE
When the EMR/NRM switch is placed in the
EMR position, VHF audio will be unampli-
fied and UHF audio will not be heard. Con-
sideration of the loss of UHF audio should be
taken prior to placing the EMR/NRM switch
to EMR.

AOA Computer Failure

NOTE
A failure of the AOA computer will be most
easily recognized by the loss of AOA indica-
tion in the HUD, and the loss of the AOA
indexer with the landing gear down.

1. AOA circuit breaker (left front console) - Check, reset
if open

2. Land as soon as practical

FUEL SYSTEM FAILURES

Low Fuel Pressure

If engine fuel feed pressure drops below 10 psi, and the boost
pump fails to engage automatically, the FUEL PX  warning
will illuminate. If engine fuel feed pressure is fluctuating at
or below 10 psi, the boost pump will alternately cycle on and
off, illuminating and extinguishing the BOOST PUMP advi-
sory. 

These low pressure conditions may be caused by a blocked
fuel line, low pressure pump failure, fuel leak, low pressure

Fidelity Tech
Sticky Note
Be aware! By selecting EMERG you loose COM1 (UHF). What you do get: Raw audio for COM2 (VHF) and aural warning tones.
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